
GJ Feis 2021 Stage Schedule

We can't wait to see you!

Key:
MEETING CENTER BALLROOM EXHIBITION BARN MEETING CENTER AUDITORIUM Dances separated by / (for example: 108/109R) will be COMBINED. 

STAGE 1 STAGE 2/3 STAGE 4 This means they dance together and are judged together.
9:00 AM 9:00 AM CLOSED IN AM FOR OC WARMUP
618 (11) concurrent with 618a (8) 509/510 (3) concurrent with 511/512 (10) SPACE Dances marked as CONCURRENT will line up and dance together

509s/510s (2) Open champs dancing between 9am but be judged separately (this is to ensure the prelim and champ 
511s/512s (8) and 12:30pm can warm up in this dancers have enough time to recover physically between rounds.)

10:30 AM 10:00 AM room no sooner than 30min before 
616 (6) concurrent with 617 (11) 513 (9) concurrent with 514 (12) listed start time. Remember!
609 (0) 513s/514s (10) * Doors open 8:30AM. Walk the grounds and enjoy!  Please go to your stage NO    
608 (0) 11:00 AM Open champs dancing at 1:30pm    SOONER than 30min prior to start time to help us limit congestion in the stage rooms.
607 (0) 515 (11) concurrent with 516 (10) may warm up at Stage 1 no sooner * Prelim/Champs will dance SOFTSHOE first

515s/516s (6) than 30min before their listed start. * Start times for grades/prelim/champ blocks are highlighted in orange.  We will 
12:00 PM 12:00 PM   not start any block of dancing SOONER than the time listed. 
614 (6) concurrent with 615 (6) 517/517a (14)  concurrent with Comp 21: ADULT Champ (2)   We plan to stay AS CLOSE to this schedule as possible, follow social media

517s/517aS (4)   for announcements regarding any possible delays. 
1pm Break for grades stage setup * ONE ZUCA per dancer, come with hair and makeup done. 

EXHIBITION BARN * TWO spectators MAX indoors (strictly enforced) as our spaces are small.
STAGE 2 STAGE 3 * PREPARE for outdoor walking between Meeting Center and Exhibition Barn

1:30 PM 1:30pm U7/U8/U9 1:30 pm U9/U10 1:30pm Beginners and First Feis * MASKS REQUIRED OVER NOSE AND MOUTH WHEN INSIDE.
610/611/612 (5) concurrent with 613(8) 207R (7) 209R (11) U5 first feis (7) * Dancers may remove masks to dance. 

208R (10) 210/210aR (9) Dancers w/ Unique Abilities (0) * No indoor camping. Outdoor camping allowed. Plan for weather. 
207/208Hop (3) 209/210Hop (4) 107R (12) * Concessions will be OPEN at Depot Restaurant 11:30am-2:30pm
- 210aHop (0) 108/109R (4) * AWARDS for prelim/champs at Center Gazebo (if rain, will be at Stage 4)
207LJ (6) 209LJ (7) 110/110aR (3) * AWARDS for grades at results table near feis entrance
208LJ (8) 210/210aLJ (6) 107LJ (10) * Detailed MAP is on our website www.gjfeis.com
207SJ (5) 209SJ (11) 108/109 LJ (5) * Stages 2 and 3 are sharing a musician in the afternoon for the grades competitions,
208SJ (7) 210/210aSJ (7) 110/110aLJ (1)   when one stage needs to pause to allow dancing on the other side, we have 
307 R (0) - 107/108SJ/109SJ (5)   indicated that with - in the schedule. We tried to align the dances for the smoothest 
307 SJ (0) - 110/110a SJ   flow possible! Thank you for your patience!
307 LJ (0) - 107/108/109Hop (0) * Buy tickets to Historic Village portion of the museum on line at www.gcv.org, use the 
307 HP (0) - 110/110a Hop (0)   code FEIS for a discounted rate
308/309R (11) 310R (15) * stages are not split
408/409/410R (8) - 2pm U11/U12 * no costume sale rack
407R (0) 310aR (0) 311R (15)

2:30pm U13/U14/U15/15+ 308/309LJ (6) 310/310aLJ (5) 411R (7)
313/314/315/315a   R (9) 308/309SJ (10) 310SJ (13) 312R (8)
413R (11) - 310aSJ (0) 412R (8)
414/415R (5) 407/408SJ (1) 409/410SJ (9) 311SJ (12)
415aR (9) 207/208TJ (10) 209TJ (10) 411SJ (8)
313/314/315/315a   SJ (7) - 210/210aTJ (3) 312SJ (9)
413SJ (9) 209HP (8) 210/210aHP (9) 412SJ (6)
414/415SJ (5) 207/208HP (4) - 311LJ (7)
415aSJ (9) 207/208TS (0) 209/210/210aTS (6) 312 LJ (2)
313/314/315/315a   LJ (5) 307/308/309TJ (7) 310 TJ (16) 311TJ (14)
313/314/315/315a   TJ(11) - 310a TJ (0) 411TJ (8)
413TJ (8) 407/408TJ (3) 409/410TJ (7) 312TJ (9)
414/415TJ (5) 308HP (6) 309HP(7) 412TJ(8)
415aTJ (9) 409/410HP (6) 310HP (12) 311HP (17)
313/314/315/315a   HP (7) 407/408 HP (0) 310a HP (0) 411 HP (4)
413HP (8) 408/409/410TS (7) 308/309TS (5) 312HP (9)
414/415HP (5) 310TS (11) 412HP (6)
415aHP (8) 311TS (5)
313/314/315/315a   TS (3) 312TS (7)
413/414TS (4) 411/412 TS (5)
415TS (0) Adult Grades
415aTS (2) 11nR (1)

12nSJ (2)
13nTJ (1)
14nHP (1)
15nTS (1)


